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a b s t r a c t

To deal with the compatibility issue of full conditional distributions of a (discrete) random
vector, a graphical representation is introduced where a vertex corresponds to a config-
uration of the random vector and an edge connects two vertices if and only if the ratio
of the probabilities of the two corresponding configurations is specified through one of the
given full conditional distributions. Compatibility of the given full conditional distributions
is equivalent to compatibility of the set of all specified probability ratios (called the ratio
set) in the graphical representation. Characterizations of compatibility of the ratio set are
presented. When the ratio set is compatible, the family of all probability distributions sat-
isfying the specified probability ratios is shown to be the set of convex combinations of k
probability distributions where k is the number of components of the underlying graph.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The problem of characterizing a joint probability distribution by conditionals has been extensively studied in the last few
decades. Consider a set of n real-valued random variables X = (X1, . . . , Xn) whose joint distribution is to be determined.
Given some conditional distributions of the form pS|T (xS |xT ) (the conditional probability mass/density function of (Xi)i∈S at
xS given (Xi)i∈T = xT ), where S (≠∅) and T are disjoint subsets of {1, . . . , n}, it is desired (i) to determine whether these
conditionals are compatible in the sense that they are the conditional distributions of some joint distribution, and (ii) to find
all such (compatible) joint distributionswhen the given conditionals are compatible. See [1,2,6,10,11] for general results and
comprehensive discussions. See also [4,13–18] for more recent developments. (It should be noted that most of the above
papers consider the case where the given conditionals of the form pS|T are full in the sense that S ∪ T = {1, . . . , n}.) In case
that X1, . . . , Xn refer to certain observations at n locations in a region, the problem falls in the area of spatial statistics. In
particular, when X1, . . . , Xn form a Markov random field, the famous Hammersley–Clifford theorem characterizes the joint
distribution via the Gibbs measure, cf. [7].

In the present paper, we restrict attention to the case where each Xi takes values in a finite set and the given conditionals
are full. Note that specifying a full conditional pS|T amounts to specifying the probability ratio p(x)/p(x′) for all x = (xS, xT )
and x′ = (x′S, x

′

T ) with xT = x′T where xS denotes x restricted to the subset S of {1, . . . , n}. With this simple observation, in
the next section, we reformulate the problemmore generally in terms of a graphical representation where each vertex cor-
responds to a configuration of X and an edge connects two vertices if and only if the ratio of the probabilities of the two cor-
responding configurations is specified. (It should be remarked that the graphical representation introduced here is different
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from the graph for a Markov random field where a vertex (usually called a site) corresponds to a random variable in the
Markov random field and an edge connects two sites (called neighbors) if the two corresponding random variables have
local interactions; see e.g. [7] for the precise definitions of technical terms in Markov random fields.) In Section 3, results on
compatibility of the specified probability ratios in a graphical representation are presented. Furthermore, all compatible joint
distributions are characterized when the specified probability ratios are compatible, in which case there is a unique com-
patible joint distribution if and only if the underlying graph is connected. Section 4 presents a simple algorithm for checking
compatibility of the specified probability ratios in a graphical representation. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.

2. Graphical representation

Consider a graphwith vertex set V and edge set E where an edge connecting vertices u, v ∈ V is denoted by {u, v} (so that
E is identifiedwith a subset of the collection of all 2-element subsets of V ). See e.g. [8] for an introduction to graph theory. For
each edge {u, v}, there is a specified ratio r(u, v) : r(v, u) where r(u, v) and r(v, u) are positive numbers. Let R = R(E) de-
note the collection of all the specified ratios (to be called the ratio set), andwe refer to (V , E, R) as a graphical representation.
It is desired (i) to determine whether R is compatible in the sense that there is a (positive) probability distribution (p(v))v∈V
on the vertex set V such that p(u) : p(v) = r(u, v) : r(v, u) for all {u, v} ∈ E, and (ii) to find all (compatible) probability
distributions satisfying R when R is compatible.

Let C = {pS|T } be a given set of full conditionals for n discrete random variables X = (X1, . . . , Xn) taking values in X =

X1 × · · · ×Xn. If pS|T and pS′|T ′ ∈ C are conditionals of some joint distribution p and if pS′|T ′(x0S′ |x
0
T ′) = 0 for some x0 ∈ X ,

then p(x0) is necessarily zero, which in turn implies pS|T (x0S |x
0
T ) = 0. Consequently, a necessary condition for C to be com-

patible is that if x0 ∈ X is such that pS′|T ′(x0S′ |x
0
T ′) = 0 for some pS′|T ′ ∈ C , then pS|T (x0S |x

0
T ) = 0 for all pS|T ∈ C . We will

refer to this necessary condition as condition (C1). Letting
OC := {x ∈ X : pS|T (xS |xT ) = 0 for some pS|T ∈ C },

condition (C1) is equivalent to
OC = {x ∈ X : pS|T (xS |xT ) = 0 for all pS|T ∈ C }.

Note that condition (C1) can also be stated as: ‘‘For each pS|T ∈ C , the set O(pS|T ) := {x ∈ X : pS|T (xS |xT ) = 0} is the same
for all pS|T ∈ C ’’. Theorem 1.1(i) of [1] gives this necessary condition for n = 2 and C = {p{1}|{2}, p{2}|{1}}. In what follows,
we will always assume that C satisfies condition (C1). Define VC = X \ OC . Note that if all pS|T ∈ C are conditionals of
some joint distribution p (implying that C is compatible), then p has VC as its support.

We now define the graphical representation for C . Let VC be the vertex set. An edge {x, x′} connects two vertices
x, x′ ∈ VC if and only if xT = x′T for some pS|T ∈ C ; the ratio associated with this edge is given by

r(x, x′) : r(x′, x) = pS|T (xS |xT ) : pS|T (x
′

S |x
′

T ).

The resulting graphical representation is denoted by (VC , EC , RC ). It should be noted that an edgemay connect two vertices
x and x′ ∈ VC through two or more conditionals in C , resulting in possibly different ratios associated with this edge. For
example, consider n = 3 and C = {p{1,2}|{3}, p{1,3}|{2}}. Then an edge connects x = (x1, x2, x3) and x′ = (x′1, x2, x3) (with
x1 ≠ x′1) through either of the two conditionals in C , resulting in two ratios given by

p{1,2}|{3}((x1, x2)|x3) : p{1,2}|{3}((x′1, x2)|x3) and p{1,3}|{2}((x1, x3)|x2) : p{1,3}|{2}((x′1, x3)|x2).
(Such cases cannot happen if S is a singleton for every pS|T ∈ C .) Clearly in order for C to be compatible, the ratios associated
with an edge are necessarily equal if the edge is formed through two or more conditionals in C . Below we will also assume
that C satisfies this (second) necessary condition (to be referred to as condition (C2)), so that exactly one ratio is associated
with each edge. Note that condition (C2) is trivially satisfied if S is a singleton for every pS|T ∈ C . The following theorem
shows that compatibility of C is equivalent to compatibility of RC .

Theorem 1. Assume that C satisfies conditions (C1) and (C2). Then a joint distribution with support VC satisfies C if and only
if it satisfies RC . Consequently, C is compatible if and only if RC is compatible.
Proof. Toprove the ‘‘only if’’ part, suppose that a joint distribution p (with supportVC ) satisfiesC , i.e. under p the conditional
distribution of X S given XT agrees with pS|T for every pS|T ∈ C . Consider an (arbitrary) edge {x, x′} ∈ EC with an associated
ratio given by r(x, x′) : r(x′, x) = pS|T (xS |xT ) : pS|T (x

′

S |x
′

T ) (for some pS|T ∈ C ). By definition, we have xT = x′T . Then p
satisfies the associated ratio specification since

p(x)
p(x′)

=
pS|T (xS |xT )
pS|T (x′S |x

′

T )
=

r(x, x′)
r(x′, x)

,

from which it follows that p satisfies RC .
To prove the ‘‘if’’ part of the theorem, suppose that a joint distribution p (with support VC ) satisfies RC . Consider a condi-

tional pS|T ∈ C . Fix an (arbitrary) x0 ∈ VC . For every x ∈ VC with xT = x0T , we have (by definition) {x0, x} ∈ EC and r(x0, x) :
r(x, x0) = pS|T (x0S |x

0
T ) : pS|T (xS |xT ). It follows that

p(x)
p(x0)

=
r(x, x0)
r(x0, x)

=
pS|T (xS |xT )
pS|T (x0S |x

0
T )
=

pS|T (xS |x
0
T )

pS|T (x0S |x
0
T )

.
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Since this holds for all x ∈ VC with xT = x0T , under p the conditional distribution of X S given XT = x0T agrees with pS|T . As
x0 (and x0T ) is arbitrary, pS|T is indeed the conditional distribution of X S given XT under p. This shows that p satisfies C . The
proof of the theorem is complete. �

To illustrate, consider, in the following examples, two random variables X1 and X2 both taking values in {1, 2, 3}, and let
C = {p{1}|{2}, p{2}|{1}}. Let A = (aij), B = (bij) where aij := p{1}|{2}(i|j) = p(X1 = i|X2 = j), bij := p{2}|{1}(j|i) = p(X2 = j|X1 =

i), i, j = 1, 2, 3.

Example 1 (Cf. Example 2.3 on page 24 of [1]). For

A =

1/5 2/7 3/8
3/5 2/7 1/8
1/5 3/7 1/2


, B =

1/6 1/3 1/2
1/2 1/3 1/6
1/8 3/8 1/2


,

a graphical representation is given in Fig. 1, where a vertex labeled (i, j) corresponds to a configuration (i, j) of (X1, X2),
and ratios attached to vertical edges are derived from A while ratios attached to horizontal edges are derived from B. Note
that the six edges {(i, 1), (i, 3)}, {(1, j), (3, j)}, i, j = 1, 2, 3 and the associated ratios are not shown. These six ratios can be
derived from those shown in the figure. For example, the ratio r((1, 1), (1, 3)) : r((1, 3), (1, 1)) = b11 : b13 = 1 : 3 can be
derived from r((1, 1), (1, 2)) : r((1, 2), (1, 1)) = 1 : 2 and r((1, 2), (1, 3)) : r((1, 3), (1, 2)) = 2 : 3.

Definition 1. Two graphical representations (V , E, R) and (V , E ′, R′) with the same vertex set V are said to be equivalent if
(i) R and R′ agree on E ∩ E ′, (ii) for {u, v} ∈ E \ E ′, there exists an E ′-path v0v1 · · · vk with v0 = u, vk = v and {vℓ, vℓ+1} ∈ E ′,
ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , k− 1, such that

r(v, u)
r(u, v)

=

k−1
ℓ=0

r ′(vℓ+1, vℓ)

r ′(vℓ, vℓ+1)
,

and (iii) for {u, v} ∈ E ′ \ E, a condition similar to (ii) is satisfied with the roles of (E, R) and (E ′, R′) interchanged.

In words, two graphical representations (V , E, R) and (V , E ′, R′) are equivalent if the two ratio sets R and R′ agree on
all common edges and a ratio in only one of R and R′ can be derived from ratios in the other set. Strictly speaking, Fig. 1 is
a simplified, but equivalent version of the graphical representation for the given matrices A and B in Example 1. Lemma 1
states a simple result on equivalent graphical representations, whose proof is straightforward and omitted.

Lemma 1. Suppose (V , E, R) and (V , E ′, R′) are equivalent. Then a positive probability distribution p on V satisfies R if and only
if p satisfies R′. Consequently, R is compatible if and only if R′ is compatible.

Example 2 (Cf. Example 2.2 on page 23 of [1]). For

A =

1/2 1/2 0
0 1/2 1/2

1/2 0 1/2


, B =

1/3 2/3 0
0 1/3 2/3

1/3 0 2/3


,

a graphical representation is given in Fig. 2, where there are only six vertices corresponding to the six (possible) configura-
tions of (X1, X2). Note that the underlying graph has exactly one cycle.

Example 3. For

A =

1/5 2/7 3/8
3/5 2/7 1/8
1/5 3/7 1/2


, B =

1/6 1/3 1/2
? ? ?
? ? ?


,

a (simplified but equivalent) graphical representation is given in Fig. 3, where the four edges {(1, j), (3, j)}, j = 1, 2, 3, and
{(1, 1), (1, 3)}, and the associated ratios are not shown. This example admits a graphical representation even though the
conditional probabilities p{2}|{1}(j|i), j = 1, 2, 3, i = 2, 3, are unavailable. Note that the underlying graph is a tree (a con-
nected graph with no cycles).

3. Compatibility of a ratio set R and characterization of probability distributions satisfying R

A graph (V , E) is connected if every pair of vertices are connected by a path. If (V , E) is not connected, it can be decom-
posed into some k > 1 components (disjoint connected subgraphs), written (V , E) = ⊔ki=1(Vi, Ei), where each (Vi, Ei) is a
connected subgraph and where the symbol ⊔ denotes disjoint union (implying that Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ and Ei ∩ Ej = ∅ for i ≠ j).

Theorem 2. Consider a graphical representation (V , E, R) = ⊔ki=1(Vi, Ei, Ri) where each (Vi, Ei) is a connected subgraph of
(V , E) and Ri is R restricted to Ei. Then R is compatible if and only if Ri is compatible, i = 1, . . . , k.
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation for Example 1.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation for Example 2.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation for Example 3.

Proof. To show the ‘‘only if’’ part, suppose R is compatible. Let p be a (positive) probability distribution on V satisfying R. Let
pi be a probability distribution onVi defined by pi(v) := p(v)/


v∈Vi

p(v), v ∈ Vi. It is easily verified that pi satisfiesRi, imply-
ing that Ri is compatible. To show the ‘‘if’’ part, suppose Ri is compatible for i = 1, . . . , k. Let pi be a (positive) probability dis-
tribution on Vi satisfying Ri, i = 1, . . . , k. For any given positive numbers λ1, . . . , λk with

k
i=1 λi = 1, define pλ1,...,λk(v) :=k

i=1 λipi(v)1Vi(v), v ∈ V . It is easily verified that pλ1,...,λk is a probability distribution on V satisfying R, implying that R is
compatible. �

By Theorem 2, to check compatibility of a ratio set R in a graphical representation (V , E, R) = ⊔ki=1(Vi, Ei, Ri), it suffices
to check compatibility of each Ri (on a connected subgraph (Vi, Ei)).
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Theorem 3. For a graphical representation (V , E, R), the following statements are equivalent.

(i) R is compatible.
(ii) For any two paths v0v1 · · · vℓ and w0w1 · · ·wm with v0 = w0, vℓ = wm,

ℓ−1
i=0

r(vi+1, vi)

r(vi, vi+1)
=

m−1
i=0

r(wi+1, wi)

r(wi, wi+1)
. (1)

(iii) For every cycle v0v1 · · · vℓv0 (i.e. a path whose initial and terminal vertices are the same), we have

ℓ
i=0

r(vi+1, vi)

r(vi, vi+1)
= 1, (2)

where vℓ+1 := v0.

Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is obvious. To show that (i) implies (ii), suppose R is compatible and let p be a (positive)
probability distribution on V satisfying R. For two paths v0v1 · · · vℓ and w0w1 · · ·wm with v0 = w0, vℓ = wm, we have

p(vℓ)

p(v0)
=

ℓ−1
i=0

p(vi+1)

p(vi)
=

ℓ−1
i=0

r(vi+1, vi)

r(vi, vi+1)
,

p(vℓ)

p(v0)
=

p(wm)

p(w0)
=

m−1
i=0

p(wi+1)

p(wi)
=

m−1
i=0

r(wi+1, wi)

r(wi, wi+1)
,

showing that (1) holds.
Suppose (ii) holds. To show R is compatible, by Theorem 2 it suffices to consider the case that (V , E) is connected. Fix a

vertex v0 ∈ V . For every v ∈ V \ {v0}, define

q(v) :=

ℓ−1
i=0

r(vi+1, vi)

r(vi, vi+1)
,

where v0v1 · · · vℓ is a path connecting v0 and v = vℓ. By condition (ii), the definition of q(v) does not depend on the chosen
path. Letting q(v0) := 1, define

p(v) := q(v)/

v∈V

q(v), v ∈ V ,

which is a positive probability distribution on V and satisfies R. So R is compatible. The proof is complete. �

Remark 1. As a simple application of Theorem 3, consider Example 2 for which the graphical representation in Fig. 2 has
only one cycle. The left hand side of (2) for this cycle (clockwise) equals 2 ≠ 1, implying incompatibility.

Remark 2. If (V , E) is a tree (i.e. a connected graph with no cycles), then any ratio set R is compatible since condition (iii) in
Theorem3 is trivially satisfied. Indeed, there is a unique probability distribution onV satisfying R. Example 3 is such a case, so
it is compatible. In a graphical representation (V , E, R)where (V , E) is connected, for every spanning tree of the graph (V , E)
(i.e. a tree containing every vertex of the graph), there is a unique probability distribution which satisfies R restricted to the
spanning tree. Thus, R is compatible if and only if all spanning trees give rise to the same probability distribution. Alterna-
tively, to check compatibility of R, it may be easier to first choose a convenient spanning tree and find the unique probability
distribution pwhich satisfies R restricted to the spanning tree, and then check if this p satisfies R. As an illustration, consider
Example 1 and note that Example 3 is derived from Example 1 with the second and third rows of matrix B removed. As a
result, the graphical representation for Example 3 as shown in Fig. 3 is a spanning tree of the graphical representation for
Example 1 as shown in Fig. 1. The unique compatible joint distribution for Example 3 is easily found to be

p =

1/20 1/10 3/20
3/20 1/10 1/20
1/20 3/20 1/5


.

For this p, it is readily shown that p{2}|{1} agrees with B in Example 1, implying compatibility. The next section gives a further
and detailed discussion.

Remark 3. In Theorem 2, a graphical representation (V , E, R) is written as a disjoint union of (Vi, Ei, Ri), i = 1, . . . , kwhere
each (Vi, Ei) is a connected subgraph of (V , E). To show that R is compatible, it suffices to show that each Ri is compatible.
Suppose now R is compatible.Wewant to characterize all positive probability distributions on V satisfying R. Since each Ri is
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compatible, there is a unique positive probability distribution pi on Vi satisfying Ri (cf. Remark 2). For any positive numbers
λ1, . . . , λk with

k
i=1 λi = 1, define

pλ1,...,λk(v) :=

k
i=1

λipi(v)1Vi(v), v ∈ V , (3)

which is a positive probability distribution on V satisfying R (cf. the proof of Theorem 2). On the other hand, let p be a
positive probability distribution on V satisfying R. Define p∗i (v) := p(v)/


v∈Vi

p(v), v ∈ Vi, which is a positive probability
distribution on Vi satisfying Ri. By uniqueness, we have p∗i = pi. Letting λi =


v∈Vi

p(v), it follows that

p(v) =

k
i=1

λip∗i (v)1Vi(v) =

k
i=1

λipi(v)1Vi(v) = pλ1,...,λk(v).

Thus the set of all positive probability distributions on V satisfying R is {pλ1,...,λk : λi > 0,
k

i=1 λi = 1}, the set of all convex
combinations of p1, . . . , pk with positive coefficients. We summarize this result in Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. Consider a graphical representation (V , E, R) = ⊔ki=1(Vi, Ei, Ri) where each (Vi, Ei) is a connected subgraph of
(V , E). Suppose R is compatible. Let pi be the unique probability distribution on Vi satisfying Ri, i = 1, . . . , k. Then the set of all
positive probability distributions on V satisfying R is {pλ1,...,λk : λi > 0,

k
i=1 λi = 1} where pλ1,...,λk is given in (3).

4. An algorithm

For a graphical representation (V , E, R) = ⊔ki=1(Vi, Ei, Ri) where each (Vi, Ei) is a connected subgraph (component) of
(V , E) and Ri is R restricted to Ei, we have by Theorem 2 that R is compatible if and only if each Ri is compatible. While condi-
tion (ii) (as well as condition (iii)) in Theorem 3 (applied to (Vi, Ei, Ri)) is necessary and sufficient for Ri to be compatible, it is
usually cumbersome to verify either (ii) or (iii). A relatively simple way to check compatibility of R consists of the following
steps: (1) identify each of the components (Vi, Ei) of (V , E), i = 1, . . . , k; (2) for each i, choose a (convenient) spanning tree
of (Vi, Ei); (3) determine the unique probability distribution pi on Vi which satisfies the ratio specifications associated with
the edges of the spanning tree; and (4) check if the probability distribution pi satisfies Ri. If pi satisfies Ri, then Ri is compatible
and pi is the unique probability distribution satisfying Ri. If pi does not satisfy Ri, then Ri (and hence R) is incompatible.

More precisely, first choose a convenient way to number and order all vertices of V , denoted by v1 < v2 < · · ·. This
linear order on V then induces a linear order on E as follows. Let min{vℓ, vm} := vmin{ℓ,m} and max{vℓ, vm} := vmax{ℓ,m}.
For edges in E, define {vℓ, vm} < {vℓ′ , vm′} if and only if min{vℓ, vm} < min{vℓ′ , vm′} or min{vℓ, vm} = min{vℓ′ , vm′} and
max{vℓ, vm} < max{vℓ′ , vm′}. This defines a linear order on E. The following steps consist of identifying the component of
(V , E) that contains the lowest vertex v1 and also selecting a spanning tree of this component.

Step 1 (initialization): Set V ← {v1} and E ← ∅.
Step 2: Find the lowest edge {vℓ, vm} ∈ E \ E such that exactly one of vℓ and vm (say vℓ) is in V . If no such edge exists, go

to Step 4.
Step 3: Set V ← V ∪ {vm} and E ← E ∪ {{vℓ, vm}}. Go to Step 2.
Step 4: Set V1 = V and E1 = E ∩ (V1 × V1), which is the component of (V , E) that contains v1. Note that E is a spanning

tree of the component (V1, E1).
Step 5: Determine the unique distribution p1 satisfying the ratio specifications associated with the edges in E .
Step 6: Check if p1 satisfies R1 (which is R restricted to E1). If so, R1 is compatible. If not, then R1 (and hence R) is not

compatible.
If R1 is compatible and V is not exhausted (i.e. V ≠ V1), we move on to finding the second component that contains the

lowest vertex inV\V1, say vh, by resettingV ← {vh} and E ← ∅ and then repeating Steps 2–6. Repeat this procedure until ei-
ther an incompatible component is found (corresponding to the case of incompatible R) or V is exhausted and all of the (com-
patible) components are found (corresponding to the case of compatible R). In the latter case (with R compatible), if (V , E)
has k components, the algorithmwill find each of the components (Vi, Ei, Ri), i = 1, . . . , k alongwith the unique distribution
pi on Vi that satisfies Ri. By Theorem 4, the set of all positive probability distributions on V satisfying R is {pλ1,...,λk : λi > 0,k

i=1 λi = 1}where pλ1,...,λk is given in (3).
Let C be a given set of conditionals for X = (X1, . . . , Xn) taking values in X = X1 × · · · × Xn. To check compatibility

of C , we need to first check if C satisfies the two necessary conditions (C1) and (C2) stated in Section 2. If either one of the
conditions is not satisfied, then C is incompatible. Provided that C satisfies both conditions, we then work with a (possibly
simplified but equivalent) graphical representation for C , denoted (VC , EC , RC ). Without loss of generality, assume Xi =

{1, 2, . . . , Li} (Li = |Xi|, the cardinality of Xi). To apply the above algorithm to (VC , EC , RC ), we need to specify a linear
order on VC (which then induces a linear order on EC ). A convenient linear order on VC is lexicographical, i.e. (x1, . . . , xn) <
(x′1, . . . , x

′
n) if and only if there is an m ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that xm < x′m and xℓ = x′ℓ for all ℓ < m. With this linear order on

VC , the resulting algorithm determines whether RC (and hence C ) is compatible and also finds, in case that C is compatible,
the set of all probability distributions that satisfy C . As an illustration, we apply the algorithm to the following example.
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Example 4. Consider X = (X1, X2) taking values inX = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}×{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Let C = {p{1}|{2}, p{2}|{1}}where
A = p{1}|{2} and B = p{2}|{1} are given by

A =



1/10 0 3/14 0 2/5
0 1/6 0 1/3 0

2/5 0 5/14 0 1/5
0 1/3 0 1/2 0

1/5 0 2/7 0 3/10
0 1/2 0 1/6 0

3/10 0 1/7 0 1/10

 , B =



1/8 0 3/8 0 1/2
0 1/3 0 2/3 0

4/11 0 5/11 0 2/11
0 2/5 0 3/5 0

2/9 0 4/9 0 1/3
0 3/4 0 1/4 0

1/2 0 1/3 0 1/6

 .

Since A and B share a common incidence set, i.e. {(i, j) : aij > 0} = {(i, j) : bij > 0}, condition (C1) is satisfied. Also as |S| = 1
for each PS|T ∈ C , condition (C2) is trivially satisfied. A simplified but equivalent graphical representation (VC , EC , RC ) is
shown in Fig. 4where someof the edges and associated ratios are removed so that EC consists only of 24 edges. The vertex set
VC is the same as the common incidence set of A and B, which consists of 18 configurations.We label these 18 configurations
by lexicographical order as follows:

1(1, 1), 2(1, 3), 3(1, 5), 4(2, 2), 5(2, 4), 6(3, 1), 7(3, 3), 8(3, 5), 9(4, 2), 10(4, 4),
11(5, 1), 12(5, 3), 13(5, 5), 14(6, 2), 15(6, 4), 16(7, 1), 17(7, 3), 18(7, 5).

The linear order on EC induced by the lexicographical order on VC gives {(1, 1), (1, 3)} as the lowest edge followed by
{(1, 1), (3, 1)}, {(1, 3), (1, 5)}, . . . . A ratio in the ratio set RC is determined by either A or B. As an example, the ratio
associated with the edge {(1, 1), (1, 3)} is

r((1, 1), (1, 3)) : r((1, 3), (1, 1)) = p{2}|{1}(1|1) : p{2}|{1}(3|1)
= b11 : b13 = 1 : 3.

We now apply the algorithm to this graphical representation. For ease of notation, we write 1 for vertex (1, 1) and {1, 2}
for edge {(1, 1), (1, 3)}, and similarly for other vertices and edges. To identify the component containing vertex 1 and also
select a spanning tree of this component, the algorithm found 11 edges in the order

{1, 2}, {1, 6}, {2, 3}, {2, 7}, {3, 8}, {6, 11}, {7, 12}, {8, 13}, {11, 16}, {12, 17}, {13, 18},

which form a spanning tree of the component (shown on the left panel of Fig. 4, denoted (V1, E1, R1)) that contains vertex
1. Here V1 consists of the 12 vertices that appear in the 11 edges, i.e. V1 = {1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18}. Also E1 =
EC ∩ (V1×V1) and R1 is RC restricted to E1. The unique distribution p1 with support V1 that satisfies the ratio specifications
associated with the 11 edges of the spanning tree is given by

p1 =



1/34 0 3/34 0 2/17
0 0 0 0 0

2/17 0 5/34 0 1/17
0 0 0 0 0

1/17 0 2/17 0 3/34
0 0 0 0 0

3/34 0 1/17 0 1/34

 .

It can be verified that p1 satisfies R1, so that R1 is compatible. The lowest vertex in VC \ V1 is 4 = (2, 2). To identify the
component that contains vertex 4 and select a spanning tree, the algorithm found 5 edges in the order

{4, 5}, {4, 9}, {5, 10}, {9, 14}, {10, 15},

which form a spanning tree of the second component (shown on the right panel of Fig. 4, denoted (V2, E2, R2)). Here V2
consists of the 6 vertices appearing in the spanning tree, i.e. V2 = {4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15}. Also E2 = EC ∩ (V2 × V2) and R2 is
RC restricted to E2. The unique distribution p2 with support V2 that satisfies the ratio specifications associated with the 5
edges of the spanning tree is given by

p2 =



0 0 0 0 0
0 1/12 0 1/6 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1/6 0 1/4 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1/4 0 1/12 0
0 0 0 0 0

 .

It can be verified that p2 satisfies R2, so that R2 is compatible. Since VC \(V1 ∪ V2) = ∅, and since R1 and R2 are both compat-
ible, we conclude that RC (and hence C ) is compatible. The set of positive probability distributions on VC that satisfy C is

{λ1p1 + λ2p2 : λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, λ1 + λ2 = 1}.
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation for Example 4.

5. Concluding remarks

We introduced a graphical representation to deal with compatibility of a given set C of full conditional distributions for
random variables X1, . . . , Xn. This approach is conceptually useful which provides characterizations of compatibility using
basic ideas in graph theory. It also shows why the case of full conditional distributions (as studied by most papers in the
literature) is easier to deal with than more general cases as considered in [10]. Based on the graphical representation along
with the natural lexicographical ordering, we presented an algorithm to check compatibility of C as well as to determine, in
case that C is compatible, the set of all probability distributions that satisfy C . It works for general n and allows for general
structural zeros although it can be time consuming when n is not small and/or some Xi takes values in a large set. In the
literature, the algorithm proposed by Kuo andWang [14] shares some similar features although it does not use the graphical
representation and no underlying theory is given. It does not present the set of all probability distributions satisfyingC when
C is compatible. Ip and Wang [13] proposed using the canonical representation to deal with the compatibility problem
which, however, requires that no structural zeros are present. See page 2458 in [14] for a discussion of limitations of other
methods in the literature.

The graphical representation approach works when the information contained in given conditionals (such as full con-
ditionals) can be equivalently described in terms of probability ratios between configurations. However, this is not so for
general conditionals as considered in [10]. This is a major limitation of the approach.

In practical applications, since specified conditional distributions are typically subject to errors, it is unlikely for them to
be exactly compatible. An issue of practical relevance is to find a probability distribution that is ‘‘most nearly compatible’’
with the given conditional distributions, which has been addressed in [1,3,5]. See also [9,12] for related work. It will be of
great interest to formulate and solve this problem in terms of a graphical representation.
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